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Profile
• Source and conduct interviews
• Produce multimedia content of various PR events
• Filming and editing interviews including promo videos 

EXPERIENCE
The Grid Barcelona • Interviewer May - Sept 2016d

• Attend am/pm conferences and offer report to desk editor afterwards
• Research figures for graphics to be attached to stories
• Attend editorial meetings and offer imput

The Times • Internship on the foreign news desk January 2016d

The Grid Barcelona is a platform that seeks to link businesses together. My principal role was to 
interview startups, initially for podcasts but later for videos. I would do all of the editing using Adobe 
Premier Pro and Audition.  Examples can be found at - www.subjjecttochange.live

I chose to be on the foreign desk for my internship because an ambition of mine was to work as a 
foreign correspondent. Although I couldn't write any copy owing to my being in London, the dynamics 
between the journalist abroad and the editors in London was fascinating. Experiencing how the news 
evolves throughout the day in a busy newsroom cemented my interest in journalism.

Yachting World Magazine • Editorial Assistant Intern May - June  2015d
• Manage social media
• Reasearch / Write features 
• Subbing features prior to publication
Given my background working on yachts I wanted to find out whether a career going down the yacht 
journalism path would suit. The cuts made over the past few years were palpable as the work rate of 
each indiviual member of a small team was exceptionally  high. I thoroughly enjoyed the fast paced 
enviroment especially as the publication approached. This said sailing journalism is not for me.

BskyB • General Election 2015 film crew May - June  2015d
• Setup live feed camera and film the count / result.
• Interview cadidates after the count
I covered the 2015 General Election in Ipswich – one of the top marginal constituencies in the UK – 
for the Sky150 campaign. I took the opportunity to use the Sky 'tag' to interview the candidates after 
the result, owing to local journalists already being at their, the story was already fairly well covered 
although I’d like to think it shows how I would go beyond what is expected. 

Sailing Yachts 2008 - 2014
• Roles: Race crew / Deck Crew / Engineer / Relief Captain
• (MCA OOW, RYA Yachtmaster Ocean)
• Full Sailing CV can be seen at: www.subjecttochange.live
I worked on a variety of sailing yachts (30m – 45m) all over the world, from Israel to Tahiti, and I 
believe it was the people I met along the way that inspired me to go into journalism. To work on 
yachts, it is essential that you are a team player however can also be relied upon to be self sufficient 
in equal balance, especially when sailing in very remote waters. As Engineer I was in charge of 
maintaining and troubleshooting all aspects of the yacht, from the air-conditioning to the hydraulics. 
This required a very high level of organisation and I am pleased to say that everything worked 
nearly all of the time! I also spent time learning to build carbon fibre boats in America (RI) where 
subsequently I got an internship at one of the best boatbuilders in the world (Green Marine). This job 
required a minute attention to detail and strong time management skills.

EDUCATION
City University London Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Journalism 2:1 2014 - 2017

Returning to university as a mature student was not an easy decision. However, I am extremely 
pleased I did so. By the end of the course as a group we ran a live, real time, newsday in which we 
mimicked a professional broadcast newsroom. As an individual I was producing profesional quality 
writen and broadcast pieces, some of which can be found at www.subjecttochange.live.
One of the most enjoyable parts of journalism is meeting such a wide variety of people. I feel I am 
quickly able to assess how to approach a complex issue in a understanding manner, whether it be an 
interviewee or a topic.

• Prefered Modules: Broadcast journalism, Print/Online journalism, Arts and Culture; 
Shorthand (100wpm); Media law and ethics; Web/Magazine design

Leeds University Spanish and Portuguese (incomplete) 2007 - 2008
I studied Spanish and Portuguese for one year before realising that unless I gave the sailing a shot 
then, I would perhaps miss the oportunity in the future. So I put university on hold, temporarily!

I am an organized and highly 
motivated individual and thrive 

when working in a fast paced 
enviroment. 
   The knowledge gained over my 
years at sea, combined with my 
recent completion of a Bachelors 
degree in journalism, has given me 
a fairly unique platform on which to 
build. 
   One of my greatest attributes is 
dealing with people, whether it be 
on an individual basis or in groups, 
especially in high-pressure situations 
or enviroments. This has come in 
extremely useful when dealing with 
unwilling interviewees or covering 
a delicate story where the subject 
matter is quite sensitive.
   I would like to work in a             
competitive enviroment as I feel that 
this tends to get the best out of me 
-- although I am perfectly capable of 
working independently.

• Adobe:                                      
-Audition (4/5)                           
-Indesign(4/5)                      
-Premier Pro (4/5)                    
-After Effects (3/5)

• Microsoft Office (3/5)
• Team management (4/5)
• Client interaction (4/5)
• Research (4/5)
• Analytics (4/5)

Oundle School 2000 - 2006
A Levels: Spanish A, English C , Drama B 
I spent 6 months on an exchange programme at a school in Oviedo Spain.

Skills/Programs

Interests
• Current Affairs
• Sailing (Racing)
• Kitesurfing
• Piano (I dabble)
• Cricket / Squash
• Video production/editing
• Languages:                             

-Spanish (conversational+)      
-French (elementary) 

Contact


